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INDIO EASY 8'0" SOFTBOARD 
Code: TB-IN22EA0800

€ 539,95

INDIO EASY 8&#39;0" SOFTBOARD 

Indio Surfboards started as a soft board brand and quickly became a hit all along the European coast. Indio Surfboards has now
expanded its portfolio by adding the latest technology in softboards and regular surfboards.

Dimension:
8 X 26 1/8 X 4
Volume 95 Lt
 
Description - Indio Easy Rider 

Wider + Thicker = Easier. This shapes have been refined with the right rocker and volume to shorten the learning curve for
beginners. 

This shape is probably the most widely used softboard in Europe, from surfschool rentals and lessons, to finding a sweet spot in a
dreamy family-quiver.

EBS
Ultra resistant top skin.
Minimizes scratches, abrasions and indentations.
Water Proof.
Added UV inhibitor protects foam surface.

PE ELASTOMER | SPER
Added strength and flex properties.
Allows for great compression absorption under your feet, reducing indentation & cell collapse in the key areas of the board.
Volume control to improve inertia while surfing.

HIGH DENSITY FUSED EPS
Unique beaded PS core provides excellent stiffness and impact resistance.
Polymer film layer adds strength

STRINGER SYSTEM
Enhances board projection and board strength.
Multi laminated wood stringers.
Provides maximum support with the least amount of added weight.

Surfcorner Store
Viale Umago 27 47921 Rimini, Italy
+39 0541 083880 
Url: https://www.surfcornerstore.com/indio_surf_easy_8_0_softboard
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HDPE GRAPHIC BOTTOM SLICK
Increases overall strength through out the board. Increases speed, control & maneuverability.
Subtle creasing as material absorbs compression.

INNER BUMPERS
HDPE impact resistant inner material to maximize protection and durability.
Nose and tail.

FINS
Two compound, bore through soft edge rubber fins

Board care

1. Rinse your board with fresh water after every use to remove dirt, sand, and salt residue.

2. If possible, please store your board away from direct sunlight, in a cool, dry location

3. If your board has a hole or scratch in the foam surface, you can purchase any “Non-Solvent” based glue to repair it. Spread the
glue inside the hole or scratch and let it dry before using.

4. You can also use any “Non Solvent” based glue to repair side rail seams (where the slick bottom and foam surface join
together). Spread the glue in seamand let it dry before using it.
More about Indio Softboards and Indio Endurance
If this is not the size you are looking for, make sure you double-check Indio Surfboard&#39;s range of easy-to-learn softboards.
The best product for beginners. 
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